Mississippi Lakes Association
Website Disclaimer
https://mlakes.org
Consent to this Disclaimer - this disclaimer governs your use of the Mississippi Lakes Association (MLA) website. By
accessing and using our website, you accept this disclaimer in full. If you disagree with any part of this disclaimer, you
are free to discontinue accessing and using our website.
Website content - the MLA website has been developed and is being maintained purely on a volunteer basis, to provide
what we feel is valuable information as a community service to our Members and other visitors. As we are making our
best efforts with limited resources to provide accurate, up-to-date information, the MLA accepts no liability for errors,
omissions, completeness, and/or accuracy with respect to information provided on this site. Additionally, the MLA
makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied, and shall not be liable for any loss arising out of use of this
information including, without limitation, any indirect or consequential damages. Any use of, or reliance on, this site or
the contents of this site shall be at your sole risk.
Modification of content - The MLA may terminate, change, suspend or discontinue any aspect of this site at any time
without notice. The MLA does not warrant that this site will continue to operate, will operate without interruptions, or
that it will be error-free. The MLA may change the availability of any features, and/or add, remove, modify or otherwise
change any content on this site, and/or impose limits on certain features, and/or restrict access to parts, or all, of this
site. Although the MLA will advise visitors by posting notices on the website regarding any modifications that have been
made, the MLA reserves the right to make any such modification to any portion of this site at any time without prior
notice.
Links from other sites - other websites may wish to create links from their sites directly to the MLA website. The MLA is
not responsible for the content of any of those websites. The fact that the MLA site has being linked from another site
does not imply that the MLA necessarily sponsors, endorses or is affiliated or associated with the entity that owns or is
responsible for that website.
Links to other sites - The MLA website has numerous external links that can transfer visitors to other websites. We have
created these links to provide access to additional information that we believe will further assist our Members and
visitors to gain pertinent information on a variety of topics. We also create these external links to direct our visitors to
the appropriate authorities regarding a variety of legal and regulatory issues for which the MLA has no legal standing or
authority. The MLA provides the link in good faith that the information available on those sites will be useful to the
interested visitor. Notwithstanding, the information provided on any site that has been linked from the MLA website is
the responsibility of that particular site.
Google Analytics - The MLA reserves the right to use "Google Analytics" to collect information about the use of this site,
including but not limited to: frequency of visits to this site; which pages are visited; how often were various pages
visited; from which website a visitor came to this site; etc. The MLA uses this information to improve the site to better
meet the needs of our visitors. You can, however, prevent Google Analytics from recognizing your computer by
disabling cookies from your web browser.
Feedback - if you note any errors on the MLA website, or have comments or questions, please send them by email to:
webmaster@mlakes.org. We welcome your input so that we may improve our site and deliver a better product to the
web community.
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